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Abstract: One of the major limitations of model checking is that of state-space explosion. Symmetry reduction is a method that has been successfully used to alleviate this problem for models of systems that consist of sets of identical components. In earlier work, we have introduced a specification language, Promela-Lite, which captures the essential features of Promela but has a fully defined semantics. We used hand proofs to show that a static symmetry detection technique developed for this language is sound, and suitable to be used in a symmetry reduction tool for SPIN. One of the criticisms often levelled at verification implementations, is that they have not been proved mechanically to be correct, i.e., no mechanical formal verification technique has been used to check the soundness of the approach. In this paper, we address this issue by mechanically verifying the correctness of the symmetry detection technique. We do this by embedding the syntax and semantics of Promela-Lite into the theorem prover PVS and using these embeddings to both check the consistency of syntax/semantics definitions, and interactively prove relevant theoretical properties.
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1 Introduction

Promela-Lite [DM08] is a specification language that captures the core features of Promela - the input language for the SPIN model checker [Hol03]. Unlike Promela, Promela-Lite has a rigorously defined semantics, making it a suitable vehicle for proving correctness of verification and state-space reduction techniques for Promela. The language was designed for proving correct an automatic symmetry detection technique for Promela [DM08]. The technique involves the derivation of state-space preserving automorphisms from the text of a Promela specification, to be exploited during search to reduce the space and time requirements of model checking via symmetry reduction [CEF+96, ES96, ID96]. This symmetry detection technique, based on static channel diagram analysis, has been implemented as part of TopSPIN, a symmetry reduction package for the SPIN model checker [DM06].

Model checking of a specification described in Promela involves the construction of an associated Kripke structure [CGP99], the size of which grows exponentially as the number of
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components in the system increases. This phenomenon is known as state space explosion. In symmetry reduced model checking [CEF+96, ES96, ID96], a quotient structure is checked instead of the entire Kripke structure. The quotient structure, which is generally smaller than the original Kripke structure, is constructed using the symmetry in the underlying model. An automatic symmetry detection technique for Promela is presented in [DM08]. Promela-Lite is defined to allow us to provide a formal proof of the techniques used in this automatic symmetry detection technique. A full grammar, type system, and a Kripke structure semantics of Promela-Lite have been defined in [DM08] to support the proofs of symmetry detection techniques. These proofs have been carried out by hand.

The soundness of model checking depends critically on the correctness of underlying algorithms and reduction techniques. For example, an erroneous symmetry detection method may compute state-space permutations which are not structure-preserving, potentially resulting in incorrect verification results. For this reason, it is highly desirable that correctness proofs for model checking techniques, such as the proof by hand presented in [DM08], are mechanically verified. Mechanical verification is widely used as a tool to verify the syntax and the semantic models of a language. Verification of language properties may identify flaws in the language, which can be remedied to give increased confidence in the language definition. Theorem provers are heavily used as a tool to mechanically verify language properties. To do this, the language and its semantic model must be embedded into the theorem prover.

Several theorem provers, such as PVS [ORS92], HOL [GM93], Coq [Be97] and Isabelle [Pau94], have rich specification languages, automated support for decision procedures, and proof strategies tailored to their logics. PVS (Prototype Verification System) is an automated framework for specification and verification. PVS supports higher order logic, allows abstract datatypes to model process terms, and has strong support for induction mechanisms.

In this paper, inspired by other successful attempts to embed specification languages into PVS [Hel06, POS04, RB09], we show how the Promela-Lite syntax, type system and semantics can be embedded into PVS, and use this embedding to interactively prove both consistency of the syntax/semantics definitions, and language properties. In particular, we concentrate on proving theorems related to automatic symmetry detection which have previously been proved only by hand. By demonstrating how a particular formal technique can be mechanically verified, we lead the way for mechanical proof to become standard in the development of such techniques.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Promela-Lite language and illustrates the language features using an example specification of a resource allocation system. Section 3 shows the embeddings of the Promela-Lite syntax, types, and the type system into PVS. In section 4 we introduce the static channel diagram (SCD) associated with a specification, and define the automorphism group of a Kripke structure and of an SCD. We state the main theorem to be mechanically proved in this paper, namely the Correspondence Theorem. The proof of this theorem is supported by a series of lemmas. We show how each of these lemmas are proved in PVS and how they are used in the proof of the correspondence theorem in Section 5. After discussing related work in Section 6, we give our conclusions in Section 7.
2 Promela-Lite

A specification in Promela usually consists of a series of global variables and channel declarations, and process type declarations, along with an initialisation process, init. Properties to be verified are specified either by using assert statements within specifications, or via LTL properties. Promela-Lite [DM08] includes some core features of Promela such as parameterized processes, channels (first class) and global variables, but omits some types such as enumerated types, records, arrays, and rendezvous channels. Unlike Promela, a full grammar and type system along with a Kripke structure semantics of Promela-Lite have been defined.

The syntax of Promela-Lite (see Fig. 1) is defined in [DM08] using the standard BNF form (e.g. [ASU86]). A channel declaration chan c = [a] of \( \{T\} \) defines a buffered channel with type \( \text{chan}\{T\} \) (where \( T \) is a comma separated list of types). Note that all channels are static – their names cannot be reassigned. A Promela-Lite proctype is a parameterized process definition. A statement has the form: atomic \( \langle \text{guard} \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{update-list} \rangle \); , where \( \langle \text{guard} \rangle \) is a boolean expression over variables and \( \langle \text{update-list} \rangle \) consists of updates of variables and channels separated by semicolons. A special reference null is defined to denote an undefined channel reference and can be used as a default value. The init process consists of a sequence of run statements within an atomic block. Note that in Fig. 1 a list statement of the form \( \langle \text{foo-list} \rangle \ast \) consists of an \* -separated sequence of type \( \langle \text{foo} \rangle \), where \* \( \in \{; , ; , ; , ; , ; , ; , ; , ; , ;\} \).

In Fig. 2 we present an example specification (from [DM08]) of a message passing system. It consists of three server processes, six client processes and three load-balancer processes. A particular client has been blocked by the system, indicated by the global pid variable blocked\_client. A load-balancer process continuously receives requests sent by client processes. A request consists of two parts: the identity of a client (derived from its pid variable), and the input channel of the client. If the message originates from the blocked client then the load-balancer returns the value 0, indicating that the request has been denied. Otherwise the load-balancer forwards the name of the input channel of the given client to the server with the shortest queue of incoming messages (choosing non-deterministically between servers which share the shortest queue length). On receiving a client channel name, a server uses it to send the value 1 to the client.

3 Embedding Promela-Lite

We mechanise the language in two phases. First we define the types, syntax and type system of the language. The PVS type checker checks the definition types of the language terms and ensures that the type system is well-defined. We then define the semantics and other related definitions that are needed for our major theorem. Finally, we define and prove this theorem in PVS using these definitions and following the hand proofs published in earlier work [DM08].

3.1 Types

The language has primitive types int (integers) and pid (process ids). The basic channel type has the form chan\{T\}, where \( T \) denotes a comma separated list of types. Intuitively, this definition allows the channel type to be recursively defined as a list of types, including the channel type.
To encode a language in PVS we must define the available types of the language. The primitive types of int and pid can be easily defined in PVS. However, due to the recursive nature of the channel, all types are defined as a DATATYPE in PVS. The type syntax of Promela-Lite and the PVS definition is shown in Fig. 3. A type, Name, is defined to represent variable names. We define a function to map a variable name to its type. It allows us to identify the type of a variable and use an appropriate semantic definition.

3.2 Syntax

Proofs about a language with a BNF style syntax definition often require induction over the terms of the language. The syntax definition can be directly encoded using abstract datatypes. PVS generates an induction scheme for the abstract datatypes. A property p on terms can be proved by showing that it holds for all atoms and that it holds for all operators if it holds for the subterms.

First, we define a datatypes for an expression (expr) and for a guard (guard), each contain-
chan se1 = [3] of {chan{int}};
chan se2 = [3] of {chan{int}};
chan se3 = [3] of {chan{int}};
chan lb1 = [1] of {pid,chan{int}};
chan lb2 = [1] of {pid,chan{int}};
chan lb3 = [1] of {pid,chan{int}};

pid blocked_client = 9;

proctype loadbalancer(chan{pid,chan{int}} in;
    chan{int} client_link; pid client_id; int pc) {
    do
        :: atomic { pc==1 && nempty(in) -> in?client_id,client_link; pc = 2 }
        :: atomic { pc==2 && client_id!=blocked_client -> pc = 3 }
        :: atomic { pc==2 && client_id==blocked_client && nfull(client_link)
            -> client_link!0; pc = 4 }
        :: atomic { pc==3 && len(se1)<len(se2) && len(se1)<len(se3) && nfull(se1)
            -> se1!client_link; pc = 4 }
        :: atomic { pc==3 && len(se2)<len(se1) && len(se2)<len(se3) && nfull(se2)
            -> se2!client_link; pc = 4 }
        :: atomic { pc==3 && len(se3)<len(se1) && len(se3)<len(se2) && nfull(se3)
            -> se3!client_link; pc = 4 }
        :: atomic { pc==4 -> client_id = 0; client_link = null; pc = 1 }
    od
}

proctype server(chan{chan{int}} in; chan{int} client_link; int pc) {
    do
        :: atomic { pc==1 && nempty(in) -> in?client_link; pc = 2 }
        :: atomic { pc==2 && nfull(client_link) -> client_link!1; pc = 3 }
        :: atomic { pc==3 -> client_link = null; pc = 1 }
    od
}

proctype client(chan{int} in; chan{pid,chan{int}} lb; int response; int pc) {
    do
        :: atomic { pc==1 && nfull(lb) -> lb!_pid,in; pc = 2 }
        :: atomic { pc==2 && nempty(in) -> in?response; pc = 3 }
        :: atomic { pc==3 -> response = -1; pc = 1 }
    od
}

init {
    atomic {
        run server(se1,null,1); run server(se2,null,2); run server(se3,null,3);
        run loadbalancer(lb1,null,0,1); run loadbalancer(lb2,null,0,1);
        run loadbalancer(lb3,null,0,1);
        run client(cl1,lb1,-1,1); run client(cl2,lb1,-1,1); run client(cl3,lb2,-1,1);
        run client(cl4,lb2,-1,1); run client(cl5,lb3,-1,1); run client(cl6,lb3,-1,1);
    }
}

Figure 2: Promela-Lite specification of a load-balancing system.
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\[
\text{(type)} ::= \text{int} \quad | \quad \text{pid} \quad | \quad \langle \text{chantype} \rangle
\]
\[
\text{(chantype)} ::= \langle \text{recursive} \rangle \text{chan}\{\langle \text{type-list}, ', \,' \rangle\}
\]

Figure 3: Promela-Lite type syntax and PVS definition

The Promela-Lite type syntax and PVS definitions are shown in Figure 3. The\(\langle\text{type}\rangle\) is defined with \text{int} or \text{pid} constructors, and \text{chantype} as a recursive channel definition. The \text{Types} section defines the typing rules for \text{int(i:int)} and \text{pid(p:pid)} constructors. The \text{BEGIN} section for \text{channel(chlen: int, \text{type_list:list[Types]}): chan?} shows how channels are typed.

\[
\text{pid} : \text{TYPE} = \{\text{n:int} \mid 0 \leq n \text{ AND } n \leq \text{MAX}\}
\]

Types : DATATYPE

BEGIN

int(i:int): int?

pd(p:pid) : pid?

channel(chlen: int, \text{type_list:list[Types]}): chan?

END

Types

Name : TYPE

typeof : [\text{Names} \rightarrow \text{Types}]

Note that we do not use the symbols “\(=\)” or “\(<\)” directly as they cause a typing conflict in PVS.

\[
\text{expr: DATATYPE}
\]

BEGIN

\(+ (e1,e2: expr) : \text{plus}\?\)

\(- (e1,e2: expr) : \text{minus}\?\)

\(* (e1,e2: expr) : \text{star}\?\)

name(n: Names) : \text{name}\?\)

len(nm: Names) : \text{len}\?\)

nul : \text{nul}\?\)

num(n: int) : \text{num}\?\)

\text{pid}(p: \text{pid}) : \text{pd}\?

END expr

\[
\text{guard: DATATYPE}
\]

BEGIN

\rel(e1,e2: expr) : \text{rel}\?

\eq(e1,e2: expr) : \text{eq}\?

\text{Nt}(g: \text{guard}) : \text{not}\?

\text{\textbackslash}(g1,g2: \text{guard}) : \text{and}\?

\slash (g1,g2: \text{guard}) : \text{or}\?

\text{nfull}(n: \text{Names}) : \text{nfull}\?

\text{nempty}(n: \text{Names}) : \text{nempty}\?

\text{pid}(p: \text{pid}) : \text{pd}\?

END guard

update : DATATYPE

BEGIN

\text{skip} : \text{skip}\?

\text{assign}(x: \text{Names}, e: \text{expr}) : \text{assign}\?

\text{cin}(c: \text{Names}, \text{namelist: list[Names]}) : \text{cin}\?

\text{cout}(c: \text{Names}, \text{exprlist: list[expr]}) : \text{cout}\?

END update

Figure 4: Syntax of expression, guard and update in PVS

3.3 Type System

Promela-Lite typing rules are defined following the notation used in [Car97] and ensure that the language terms are well-formed. A Promela-Lite specification \(\mathcal{P}\) is well-typed if its statements
and declarations are well-formed according to these rules. Typing rules for \texttt{expr}, \texttt{guard} and \texttt{update} in PVS are shown in Fig 5. Each expression in \texttt{expr} is type checked, ensuring it is well-typed according to the typing rules. For example, the arithmetic expression \(+ (e_1, e_2)\) returns an \texttt{int} value if the constituent expressions, \(e_1\) and \(e_2\), are of type \texttt{int}.

\begin{verbatim}
chktype_expr(e:expr, t:Types):RECURSIVE bool =
CASES e OF
  +(e1,e2): EXISTS (t1:Types): int?(t1) AND
          chktype_expr(e1, t1) AND
          chktype_expr(e2, t1) AND int?(t),
  ...
  nul: chan?(t),
  pid(p): pid?(t),
  num(num): int?(t),
  name(n): (int?(types(n)) AND int?(t)) OR
         (pid?(types(n)) AND pid?(t)) OR
         (chan?(types(n)) AND chan?(t)),
  len(nm): chan?(types(nm)) AND int?(t),
ENDCASES

MEASURE e BY <<

chktype_guard(g:guard) : RECURSIVE bool =
CASES g OF
  rel(e1,e2): EXISTS (t:Types): int?(t) AND
           chktype_expr(e1, t) AND
           chktype_expr(e2, t),
  eq(e1,e2) : EXISTS (t:Types):
           chktype_expr(e1, t) AND
           chktype_expr(e2, t),
  Nt(g1) : chktype_guard(g1),
  \( \land \) (g1,g2) : chktype_guard(g1) AND
  \( \lor \) (g1,g2) : chktype_guard(g1) AND
  \( \land \) (g1,g2) : chktype_guard(g1) AND
  nfull(n) : chan?(types(n)),
  nempty(n) : chan?(types(n))
ENDCASES

MEASURE g BY <<

chktype_update(u:update) : bool =
CASES u OF
  skip : TRUE,
  assign(x,e) : EXISTS (t:Types):
           chktype_expr(e, t) AND t = types(x) AND
           NOT(chan?(types(x)))
  cout(ch,explst) : chan?(types(ch)) AND
                  compare_list(type_list(types(ch)),explst),
  cin(ch,nmlist) : chan?(types(ch)) AND chlen(types(ch)) > 0 AND
                  notchan(name2type(nmlist)) AND
                  compare_list(type_list(types(ch)),nmlist) AND
                  cons?(nmlist) AND diff(nmlist)
ENDCASES
\end{verbatim}

Figure 5: Typing rules for expression and guard and update statements in PVS

The typing rules for \texttt{guard} include both \texttt{expr} and \texttt{guard} and we use the type system of
expr in the definition. Two typing rules are defined for relational operators: \( \text{rel}(e_1, e_2) \) where the only allowed type is \( \text{int} \), and \( \text{eq}(e_1, e_2) \) where any type \( (T) \) is allowed.

The boolean function \( \text{compare} \) list is defined within the PVS channel write definition (\( \text{cout} \)) to ensure that the types of the expressions to be written \( (\sigma) \) to the channel are the same as that of the channel. The functions \( \text{notchan} \) and \( \text{diff} \) are defined for a channel read to ensure that the variables \( (x) \) to be updated are different and not of type \( \text{chan} \).

The other language terms can be defined using these definitions. For example, the type system for a statement \( (\langle \text{guard} \rangle \rightarrow (\langle \text{update-list}, \text{";\;} \rangle)) \) can be defined using the type systems of both \( \text{guard} \) and \( \text{update} \).

4 The Automorphism Theorem

In this section we define a Kripke structure, a static channel diagram and automorphism groups of both. We then give the main theorem to be mechanically proved, namely the Correspondence theorem, which relates these two automorphism groups (for a given specification).

**Definition 1**  A Kripke structure is a tuple \( \mathcal{M} = (S, S_0, R) \) where:

- \( S \) is a finite set of states
- \( S_0 \subseteq S \) is a set of initial states
- \( R \subseteq S \times S \) is a transition relation.

A path in \( \mathcal{M} \) from a state \( s \in S \) is an infinite sequence of states \( \pi = s_0, s_1, s_2, \ldots \) where \( s_0 = s \), such that for all \( i > 0 \), \( (s_{i-1}, s_i) \in R \). A state \( s \in S \) is reachable if there is a path \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_i \ldots \) in \( \mathcal{M} \) where \( s_0 \in S_0 \). A transition \( (s, t) \in R \) is reachable if \( s \) is a reachable state.

**Definition 2**  Let \( \mathcal{M} = (S, S_0, R) \) be a Kripke structure. An automorphism of \( \mathcal{M} \) is a permutation \( \alpha : S \rightarrow S \) which preserves the transition relation \( (R) \) and set of initial states. That is \( \alpha \) satisfies:

- For all \( s, t \in S \), \( (s, t) \in R \Rightarrow (\alpha(s), \alpha(t)) \in R \)
- \( \alpha(s_0) \in S_0 \) for all \( s_0 \in S_0 \).

In fact, we will assume that there is only one initial state, i.e. \( S_0 = \{s_0\} \).

The static channel diagram \( (SCD(\mathcal{P})) \) of a Promela-Lite specification \( (\mathcal{P}) \) is a graphical structure extracted by syntactic inspection of the specification and it can be seen as a static approximation of the communication structure for the specification.

The static channel diagram is defined in PVS as a coloured graph consisting of a set of vertices and a set of edges. The vertices consist of a set of \( \text{pids} \) and a set of channels. The edges are constructed by taking one vertex from each of these sets. We define a colouring function to add colours to both \( \text{pids} \) and channels so that \( \text{pids} \) of the same proctype have the same colour and channels of the same type have the same colour.

```plaintext
pidset: TYPE = set[pid]
chset: TYPE = set[chan]
vertices: TYPE+ = [pidset, chset]
edge: TYPE = [# pd: pid, ch: chan #]
```
Definition 3 Let $\Gamma = (V, E, \Upsilon)$ be a coloured digraph where $\Upsilon$ is a colouring of $(V, E)$ and $\alpha$ a permutation of $V$. Then $\alpha$ is an automorphism of $\Gamma$ if the following conditions are satisfied:

- For all $(u, v) \in E$, $(\alpha(u), \alpha(v)) \in E$
- For all $v \in V$, $\Upsilon(v) = \Upsilon(\alpha(v))$.

An automorphism of the static channel diagram is an automorphism of a coloured graph. To define the automorphism we define a bijection for the vertices. The vertices consist of both pids and channels and bijections are defined for them both.

- $p\_perm$: TYPE = (bijective? [pid, pid])
- $c\_perm$: TYPE = (bijective? [chan, chan])

$\text{Automorph}(G)\colon \text{TYPE} = \{g\colon \text{SCD} \mid \forall (p, c, eg)\colon
G\,\text{\#2}(eg) \\&\& pd(eg) = p \\&\& ch(eg) = c \implies
\exists (pp, cp)\colon
G\,\text{\#2}((\#pd := pp(p), ch := cp(c)\#)) \\&\&
\color(p) = \color(pp(p)) \\&\&
\color(c) = \color(cp(c)) \}\}$

$\text{Alpha}(p)\colon \text{TYPE} = \{ p1\colon \text{pid} \mid
\exists (g\colon \text{SCD}, \text{ag}\colon \text{Automorph}(g), pp)\colon
(g\,\text{\#1}(p) \\&\& (ag\,\text{\#1}(p) \\&\& p1 = pp(p))\}$

%%Similar definition is also defined for channel

Given an expression $e$, guard $g$, update $u$ and statement $s$ of $\mathcal{P}$, the permutations $\alpha(e), \alpha(g), \alpha(u)$ and $\alpha(s)$ are obtained by replacing each occurrence of static channel name and $pid$ literal with its respective permutations.

The automorphisms of a Kripke structure $\mathcal{M}$ form a group under the composition of mappings denoted $\text{Aut}(\mathcal{M})$. In a model of a concurrent system with many replicated processes, Kripke structure automorphisms typically involve the permutation of process identifiers throughout all states of the model. There is a group $G$ which permutes the set of process identifiers, and an action of $G$ on $S$. $G$ partitions the state set $S$ into equivalence classes called orbits. A quotient Kripke structure $\mathcal{M}_G$ can be constructed by using a representative from each orbit. The state space of the quotient model is usually smaller than the original state space making it convenient to verify larger structures.

This paper does not concern symmetry reduction, rather the detection of symmetry (to be later used in reduction). Symmetry reduction involves replacing sets of symmetrically equivalent states by a single representative state. Details of the technique of symmetry reduction can be found in [CEF1996, ES1996, ID1996]. Our symmetry detection technique is based on a correspondence between the automorphisms of the static channel diagram and automorphisms of the underlying Kripke structure. By showing this correspondence we can establish that the symmetries detected by analysing static channel diagram (using computational graph theoretic tools like, for example, NAUTY [McK90]) infer the symmetries in the Kripke structure and these symmetries can be used for reduced model checking. In this paper, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Let $\mathcal{P}$ be a Promela-Lite specification, and $\alpha \in \text{Aut}(\text{SCD}(\mathcal{P}))$ and let $\rho$ be the permutation representation of $\text{Aut}(\text{SCD}(\mathcal{P}))$. If $\alpha$ is valid for $\mathcal{P}$ then $\rho(\alpha) \in \text{Aut}(\mathcal{M})$.

Note that an automorphism is said to be valid for $\mathcal{P}$ if it maps $\mathcal{P}$ to an equivalent specification, i.e. one that is identical up to ordering of (and within) statements. The proof of the theorem uses four supporting lemmas. The mechanical proof relies upon giving definitions of these lemmas in PVS, which are shown in the following section.

5 Proof Mechanisation

In this section we give a flavour of our proof mechanization. Note that for space reasons several details are omitted e.g. the (rather complex) PVS definition of a state $s$, and the action of a static channel diagram automorphism $\alpha$ on $s$, $\alpha(s)$, together with some subcases of lemmas. Full details can be obtained from the authors.

5.1 Expressions

Let $e$ be an expression in a proctype $p$. The result of evaluating $e$ for process $i$ (of type $p$) at a state $s$ is denoted $\text{eval}_p,i(s,e)$.

Lemma 1 Let $\alpha \in \text{Aut}(\text{SCD}(\mathcal{P}))$ and let $e$ be an expression in $\mathcal{P}$. If $e : \text{int}$ then

$$\text{eval}_p,i(s,e) = \text{eval}_p,a(i)(\alpha(s),\alpha(e))$$

and if $e : \text{pid}$ or $e : \text{chan}\{T\}$ then

$$\text{eval}_p,i(\alpha(s),\alpha(e)) = \alpha(\text{eval}(s,e))$$

To prove the lemma it is required to evaluate expressions of type $\text{int},\text{pid}$ or $\text{chan}$. The rules for evaluating expressions are shown in Fig. 6.

- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,x) = a$ if $(x = a) \in s$ (i.e. $x$ is a global variable)
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,c) = c$ if $c$ is a static channel name or $\text{null}$
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,a) = a$ if $a \in \mathbb{Z}$
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,\text{pid}) = i$
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,\text{len}(c)) = k$ if $c$ is a static channel and $(c \in s \cap 0 \leq k \leq \text{cap}(c))$
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,\text{len}(\text{null})) = 0$ (if $[i].x = c \in s$
- $\text{eval}_p,i(s,e_1 \circ e_2) = \text{eval}_p,i(s,e_1) \circ \text{eval}_p,i(s,e_2)$ (where $\circ \in \{+, -, \ast\}$).

Figure 6: Promela-Lite expression evaluation

For expressions of type $\text{int}$ the proof of Lemma 1 is a direct implication of permutation over expressions. For arithmetic expressions the results hold by induction, e.g., when $e = e_1 + e_2$, we show that,

$$\text{eval}_p,i(s, (e_1 + e_2)) = \text{eval}_p,a(i)(\alpha(s), (\alpha(e_1) + \alpha(e_2)))$$
We define a lemma for the addition operation for expressions of type \textit{int}.

\begin{verbatim}
arith_lemma : LEMMA
evaluate(s,i)(+(e1,e2)) =
evaluate(alpha(s),alpha(i))(+(alpha(e1),alpha(e2)))
\end{verbatim}

It is fairly straightforward to prove this lemma in PVS. However, the proofs for \textit{pid} and \textit{chan} are more complex. The lemmas for other expressions are similar.

### 5.2 Guard Statements

In the following, the relation \(s \models_{p,i} g\) states that a guard \(g\) is satisfied for a process \(p(i)\) at the state \(s\).

**Lemma 2** If \(\alpha \in \text{Aut}(SCD(\mathcal{P}))\) and \(g\) is a guard in \(\mathcal{P}\) then

\[ s \models_{p,i} g \iff \alpha(s) \models_{p,a(i)} \alpha(g) \]

Promela-Lite guards consist of a boolean combination of propositional formulas. The definition of the relation \(s \models_{p,i} g\) is shown in Fig. 7.

- \(s \models_{p,i} e_1 \land e_2 \iff eval_{p,i}(s,e_1) \land eval_{p,i}(s,e_2)\) (where \(\land \in \{\land,\lor,\equiv,\neg\}\))
- \(s \models_{p,i} \text{nfull}(c) \iff (c = [\tilde{a}_1,\tilde{a}_2,\ldots,\tilde{a}_m]) \in s\) and \(cap(c) > m\), where \(c\) is a static channel
- \(s \models_{p,i} \text{empty}(c) \iff (c = [\tilde{a}_1,\tilde{a}_2,\ldots,\tilde{a}_m]) \in s\) and \(m > 0\), where \(c\) is a static channel
- \(s \models_{p,i} \text{nfull}(x)/\text{empty}(x) \iff (p[i].x = c) \in s\) and \(s \models_{p,i} \text{nfull}(c)/\text{empty}(c)\),
- \(s \models_{p,i} ! g\) if \(s \not\models_{p,i} g\)
- \(s \models_{p,i} g_1 \& g_2\) if \(s \models_{p,i} g_1\) and \(s \models_{p,i} g_2\)
- \(s \models_{p,i} g_1 \land g_2\) if \(s \models_{p,i} g_1\) or \(s \models_{p,i} g_2\)
- \(s \models_{p,i} (g)\) if \(s \models_{p,i} g\).

Figure 7: Satisfaction of guards

The proof of this lemma uses the proof of Lemma 1. We prove Lemma 2 with PVS for each type of guard statement. As an example, consider the case \(g = e_1 \land e_2\), where \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) are expressions of type \textit{pid}. For such a guard, we formulate the following equation from Lemma 2.

\[ s \models_{p,i} e_1 \land e_2 \iff \alpha(s) \models_{p,a(i)} \alpha(e_1) \land \alpha(e_2) \]

For a guard consisting of boolean operators, e.g. \(g = g_1 \& \& g_2\), we formulate the following equation:

\[ s \models_{p,i} g_1 \& \& g_2 \iff \alpha(s) \models_{p,a(i)} \alpha(g_1) \& \& \alpha(g_2) \]

Both guard statements are defined as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
eqlemma : LEMMA
Guard?(eq(e1,e2))(i,s) =
Guard?(eq(alpha(e1),alpha(e2)))(alpha(i),alpha(s))
andlema : LEMMA
Guard?(/\(g1,g2))(i,s) =
Guard?(/\(alpha(g1),alpha(g2)))(alpha(i),alpha(s))
\end{verbatim}
5.3 Update Statements

Here \( \text{exec}_{p,i}(s,u) \) denotes the result of applying an update \( u \) to state \( s \). A statement is said to be well-defined if the application condition of the statement is sufficient to ensure that the update (or sequence of updates) results in a well-defined state.

**Lemma 3** Let \( u \) be an update of \( \mathcal{P}, \alpha \in \text{Aut}(\text{SCD}(\mathcal{P})) \) and \( s \) a state such that \( \text{exec}(s,u) \) is well-defined. Then \( \text{exec}_{p,i}(\alpha(s),\alpha(u)) = \alpha(\text{exec}_{p,i}(s,u)) \).

To prove Lemma 3, first we define the update execution rules. The update execution rules are described in Table 1. We prove Lemma 3 by proving it for each type of update statement. The proof for \( \text{skip} \) is immediate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( u )</th>
<th>Conditions on ( s )</th>
<th>Resulting state ( \text{exec}_{p,i}(s,u) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'skip'</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'x = e'</td>
<td>( \text{var}(x) = a ) \in s</td>
<td>( s \cup {(\text{var}(x) = a)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'c! e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k'</td>
<td>( s</td>
<td>_{p,i} \text{nfull}(c) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'c? x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k'</td>
<td>( s</td>
<td>_{p,i} \text{nempty}(c) ) ( (1 \leq j \leq k) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules interpreted in the context of process \( i \), an instantiation of proctype \( p \)

**Assignment:** For an assignment statement of the form \( x = e \), where \( x \) is a variable and \( e \) an expression, we prove the following:

\[
\text{exec}_{p,i}(\alpha(s),\alpha(x = e)) = \alpha(\text{exec}_{p,i}(s,x = e))
\]

Following the update rule for an assignment statement in Table 1, we define a function for update and the following lemma in PVS.

\[
\text{update}_\text{assign} : \text{LEMMA}\quad \text{exec}(\alpha(s),\alpha(i),\alpha(\text{assign}(x,e))) = \alpha(\text{exec}(s,i,\text{assign}(x,e)))
\]

**Channel Write:** Let \( e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k \) be the expressions whose values are to be written to a channel
In a state $s$.

$$\text{exec}_{p,\alpha(i)}(\alpha(s), \alpha(x), \alpha(e_1), \alpha(e_2), \ldots, \alpha(e_k)) = \alpha(\text{exec}_{p,i}(s, x!e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k))$$

In PVS, we define the rules for writing to a channel and define the following lemma:

\text{update\_chwr : LEMMA}
\begin{align*}
\text{exec}(\alpha(s), \alpha(i), \alpha(c\_nm), \alpha(\text{ex\_lst})) &= \\
\alpha(\text{exec}(s, i, c\_nm, \text{ex\_lst}))
\end{align*}

\textbf{Channel Read:} Let $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k$ be the variables to be assigned values reading from a channel $x$ in a state $s$.

$$\text{exec}_{p,\alpha(i)}(\alpha(s), \alpha(x), x_1, \ldots, x_k) = \alpha(\text{exec}_{p,i}(s, x?x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k))$$

After defining the rules for reading from channel we define the following lemma:

\text{update\_read: LEMMA}
\begin{align*}
\text{exec}(\alpha(s), \alpha(i), \alpha(c\_nm), v\_lst)) &= \\
\alpha(\text{exec}(s, i, c\_nm, v\_lst))
\end{align*}

The following lemma shows the result of applying a sequence of update statements $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k$ in a state $s$. This can be proved using Lemma 3.

\textbf{Lemma 4} Let $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k$ be updates of $\mathcal{P}$, $\alpha \in \text{Aut}(SCD(P))$ and $s$ be a state such that $\text{exec}_{p,i}(s, u_1; u_2; \ldots; u_k)$ is well-defined. Then

$$\text{exec}_{p,\alpha(i)}(\alpha(s), \alpha(u_1); \alpha(u_2); \ldots; \alpha(u_k)) = \alpha(\text{exec}_{p,i}(s, u_1; u_2; \ldots; u_k))$$

\textbf{Proof of Theorem 1.} According to Definition 2, we must show that any automorphism $\alpha$ preserves transitions and fixes the initial state.

If $(s, t) \in R$ then there is a process with pid $i$ such that proctype$(i) = p$ (for some proctype $p$), and a statement $z$ in $p$ such that the guard of $z$ holds for process $i$ at $s$, and execution of the updates of $z$ by process $i$ at $s$ leads to state $t$. Since $\alpha(\mathcal{P}) \equiv \mathcal{P}$ the statement $\alpha(z)$ (possibly re-arranged) also appears in proctype $p$. By Lemma 2, the guard of $\alpha(z)$ holds for process $\alpha(i)$ at $\alpha(s)$, and by Lemma 4, execution of the updates of $\alpha(z)$ by process $\alpha(i)$ at $\alpha(s)$ leads to state $\alpha(t)$. Therefore $(\alpha(s), \alpha(t)) \in R$. Proof that $\alpha$ fixes the initial state is omitted here.

We define a transition involving a pid variable and the transition preservation property in PVS:

\text{step}(s, t): \text{bool} = \exists (i : \text{pid}, z : \text{Statement}):\n\begin{align*}
\text{statement\_in\_proc}(i)(z) &\quad \text{AND} \\
\text{Guard}?(\text{guard}(z))(i, s) &\quad \text{AND} \\
t &\quad = \text{exec}(s, i, \text{updates}(z))
\end{align*}

\textbf{Automorph: THEOREM}
\begin{align*}
\text{step}(s, t) &\quad \Rightarrow \text{step}(\alpha(s), \alpha(t))
\end{align*}

This property is proved by using Lemma 2 and Lemma 4. Similar cases involving local variables and channels are omitted.
5.4 PVS vs other provers

The most difficult aspect of the presented work was that of embedding the language constructs and semantics into the prover. There were various possibilities here, we chose a way that was convenient for our particular proofs.

In any proof, one of the main purposes is to decompose the goal into one or more simpler subgoals and find suitable proof steps for each of them. We had the advantage of having access to existing hand proofs, which indicated ways to decompose the proof of Theorem 1. It would have been feasible to use an alternative prover in a similar way. Each prover has its own way of defining language terms automation facility. PVS provides automated support for combining proof steps, which would have had to have been performed individually using other provers.

6 Related Work

Promela-Lite and hand proofs of the Automorphism Theorem are presented in [DM08]. No previous work has been carried out to embed Promela-Lite in a theorem prover or mechanise these proofs.

In [TBL10] the soundness of symmetry reduction for model checking is proved using the in the B-Method [Abr96] and its associated tools. They do not consider symmetry detection as we do, but their work represents one of the few examples where one formal technique is used to verify another.

In [Hel06], the formal semantics of a specification language Ocsid is embedded into PVS. A parallel approach is taken where the language is embedded by using both shallow and deep embedding. Language syntax and corresponding semantics are embedded using deep embedding. A simple specification is embedded using shallow embedding. A correspondence proof is shown between the two embeddings. The syntax is embedded using an abstract datatype mechanism and semantics are defined recursively to return a value type. We use a similar approach.

The specification language $A_g$ is a First-Order Dynamic Logic of Fork Algebra. In [POS04], the semantics of the language is embedded into the PVS theorem prover allowing for the construction of specifications and readable proofs of various properties of the specifications. The steps taken to embed the syntax and the semantics, and the features of the theorem prover have informed our work.

7 Conclusions and Future Directions

We have shown how a mechanical formal verification approach can be used in practice to verify a formal method - a symmetry detection technique for model checking. Our purpose was to gain confidence in our symmetry detection technique and to find a feasible mechanisation technique with which to prove properties of a language, thereby minimising the need for hand proofs.

We have presented a case study, namely the proof of a correspondence theorem supported by two significant lemmas for the modelling language Promela-Lite. With the strong datatype support of PVS, such as abstract datatypes and predicate subtypes, we have succinctly defined the syntax and type system of the language. The formulation of each lemma requires additional
definitions and, crucially, a clear understanding of the related semantics. In the hand proof it is easy to be imprecise about various definitions, and typing of the rules. The mechanisation forces us to be strict about definitions and datatypes. Often the process of performing a proof is more instructive than getting a final yes/no answer. We have used the theorem prover as a proof checker. To do this it is necessary to fully understand the reasoning steps of the theorem prover.

We have followed a systematic approach where we have defined the syntax, the type system and the semantics of the language. Our embedding approach can be easily adapted to other languages. The main challenge of defining any language in a theorem prover is to properly embed the semantics. Our experience from this work suggests that the verification of such language properties for a similar language can be achieved with a reasonable amount of effort.

Mechanical proof should be applied to check the soundness of a verification implementation during development. Our current goal is to use the structure of our mechanical proof to prove the soundness of a symmetry detection technique for a new specification language for symmetric probabilistic systems [PM10].
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